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heads up
news briefs

heads up...
TVNZ
relationship

Chairman

In June this year a partnership

Zealand. Graeme, who has been a member of the ILS Rescue Committee for the

was announced with TVNZ. This

last two years, will take up his two year role following the 2008 World Lifesaving

relationship provides Surf Life

Championships.

Saving New Zealand (as a charity
partner) with advertising airtime
to the value of $600,000 with the
potential to extend this for two
further years. A suite of TVC’s will
play post Xmas promoting the
wider role of the Surf Lifeguard.

Scratch
to Win
The Scratch to Win competition
is back. After the success of last
years Scratch to Win competition
SLSNZ and The Warehouse have
partnered to sell $2 Scratch to
Win tickets again in February
through all stores.
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At meetings held in Singapore, Graeme Cullen, Chairman of SLSNZ, was elected
onto the ILS Board. This is a significant appointment for Surf Life Saving in New

SLSNZ is delighted to be the partner

Amcor

of the Sovereign New Zealand
Ocean Swim Series. Become a
charity swimmer or adopt the event

Amcor has included SLSNZ in

and compete as a Club initiative

its workplace giving programme.

www.oceanswim.co.nz

Amcor is one of the world’s

(see page 39)

Event
Merchandise
SLSNZ has developed a range of
apparel, which will be available at each
of the National Events during 2007/08.

7th December
Surf Life Saving’s
inaugural national
appeal will be held
on 7th December.
We hope this will
be the launch of a
programme that will
be as successful as
Daffodil day
and others!
(see page 20-21)

largest packaging companies
and through its community
engagement programme,
Teamcor they have agreed to
match charitable donations from
its employees. Employees can
elect to commit a regular amount
from their ‘pay packet.’

After a courageous struggle
with cancer, Liz Haxton passed
away on 25th August 2007. She
survived her husband Murray
by only six months. Murray was
a SLSNZ Life Member and his
ashes were scattered from an
IRB in Lyall Bay.

Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

tv
programming

NZ surf boat series

President

The NZ Surf Boat series continues to gather momentum. The series of

Jim Campbell was elected for a

four events will be further boosted with two half hour highlights package

second term as President of SLSNZ.

produced by SLSNZ and played on TV One at the end of summer.

Following the AGM, Jim reaffirmed

Another successful series of

his commitment to moving the Surf

Piha Rescue went to air in

Boat arena to the Central arena

September for 10 weeks. This

during key finals at the nationals. As

series was filmed during last

a keen boatie, he is waiting for the

summer. SLSNZ will produce

right time to implement this!

a new pilot childrens TV
programme to air over summer
(see page 26) and once again
will produce the Surf League
and Surf Boat series as part
of an 8 week surf sports
programme. A total of 23 weeks
programming this season.

Congratulations
Leanne and Scott McAlister
have a baby boy Sam. Dr

Leanne, originally from OBK in

Hawkes Bay but currently with
South Brighton, has been a NZ
representative in both Canoe
Racing and Surf Life Saving.

Our thoughts are with
William Pike and his family
following the accident on
Mount Ruapehu. William was
trapped and injured by a rock
fall following the eruption in
late September. William is a
dedicated member of Mairangi
Bay SLSC and we wish him a
speedy recovery.

More recently, Leanne was
for the 2006 International Pool

World Champion) married

the
warehouse

Trent Robinson on Friday

The Warehouse support of Surf

12th October, at home

Life Saving continues to increase.

beach Midway.

In August, SLSNZ was the charity

NZ team member and past

Challenge team.

The NZ Swim Champs, continues to
grow with 460 members competing,
making the 2007 event New

part of the team management
Rachael Anderson (past

NZ
swim
champs
Zealand’s largest national swim
meet. The increased popularity has
been driven by Districts delivering
training programmes specifically for
pool events.

partner in the Annual Warehouse

hopes for
world title
The NZ Surf Life Saving Team’s
preparation for the 2008 World
Champs continues to be on
target. Our team successfully
defended its title in the 2007
International Swim Challenge in
August. Traditionally New Zealand
have been weaker in the pool
events that make up part of the
World Champs programme so
improving performance in this
area is part of the strategy to win
the World title next year.

regional events
programme

Charity Dinner and Auction.

SLSNZ remains committed to

during February through The

improving the regional events

Warehouse.

$508,000 was raised in that single
night and again SLSNZ will be
selling Scratch and Win tickets

biggest yet!
Preparation is well under way for
SLSNZ’s biggest New Zealand
Championships in years. The

programme by encouraging

Championships were last held at

coordination of existing sport

Ohope (Whakatane) in 1972 and the

calendars. The Southern Region
Swim Champs enjoyed a healthy
growth in numbers this year and the
U16 Southern Region Ocean Athlete
Champs have been confirmed for a
second year following the success of
the inaugural event in February.

new courses
New Lifeguard, Coach and Official
education frameworks are nearing
their completion. Some members

2008 Championships have attracted
a lot of interest. The four day
programme will start on Thursday
with the Masters and then three days
of inter-Club competition.

attended a recent Surf Official
programme in Bay of Plenty where

Your chance to
win a holden astra
see pg 14 for details

the it was delivered for the first time.
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chief executive officer
news- geoff barry

CEO News
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2007 Annual
Meeting & Awards

2007– 2011
Strategic Plan

The weekend of 14th and 15th September saw
members gather from around New Zealand to
attend what has become a fantastic celebration of
Surf Life Saving – past and present.

In June the Board adopted the 2007 – 2011
Strategic Plan for SLSNZ. The plan articulates
the future direction of SLS in NZ in ‘Preventing
drowning and injury in New Zealand’.

Friday night we jointly hosted with BP the Surf
Rescue Awards. There were several highlights
for me:

Key factors in our future will be:
•

Staying relevant in drowning and injury 		
prevention.

•

•

Broadening view of our role in health and
recreation.

•

Being responsive to the changing
‘environment’.

•

Increasing capacity and capability.

•

The attendance of the Honourable Ruth
Dyson, Minister for ACC. With ACC being the
lead Government agency in the development
of the Drowning Prevention Strategy it was
good to hear ‘first hand’ from the Minister how
important our essential service work is to the
Government.
The presence of three international members
of SLS. Mr Alan Whelpton AO, President
of International Lifesaving, Mr Ron Rankin
AM, President of SLS Australia and Brett
Williamson OAM, Chief Executive of SLS
Australia.

•

The induction into the Sport Hall of Fame of
five new members: Jo Clark (deceased), John
Jarvis (deceased), Jenny Abrahamson (Clark),
Chris Billing and Rex Dalton.

•

The Rescue of the Year winners from
Pukehina and Lifeguard of the Year David
Pontin from South Brighton.

Saturday morning the 75th Annual General
Meeting of SLSNZ was held. Elections saw the
following members elected:
President - Jim Campbell
Board - Heather Kohn, David Lean, Brian Velvin
The DHL Awards of Excellence luncheon followed
the annual meeting. The highlight was the
induction of five new Life Members for SLSNZ:
Alan Larsen, Ian MacLaine, Peter Thorpe, Ray
Trilford and Kent Jarman. (see page 10-11)
A copy of the 2007 Annual Report can be located
on the SLSNZ web.
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These challenges are consistent with the past
and an important part of our success has been
the willingness and ability of our members to
respond.
How will this impact on our membership?
No significant changes from what is currently
being done – but with an increasing focus on
‘meeting the need’ of the local community rather
than a focus on what has been done in the past.
This will be led by the development of regional
plans from which Club Patrol Operations Manuals
will focus on specific activity. The important
areas where change will happen includes: closer
cooperation between Clubs that ‘share’ areas
and communities and making sure that service
provision reflects activity and risk levels.
It will be at the District and National level where
much of the effort will be focused. The key
areas of public education and managing the
environment is less about the lifeguard and more
about lifesaving enhancing our ability to influence
behaviour prior to the public going into an
aquatic environment. Programs that increase the
knowledge, understanding and capability of
New Zealanders in and around water will
increasingly support club patrol activity.
A copy of the Strategic Plan has been enclosed
with Surf Rescue.

Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

Between 2000
and 2007 we have
increased our income
by close to 100%
Business Growth
within SLSNZ

Organisation
Review

International
Lifesaving

While we are a ‘people focused’ organisation and
hence the most important resource we have are our
members we understand that ‘money makes the
world go round’. An increasing role of the national
office is developing the business model to ensure
long term and sustainable funding for SLS in NZ.
At the Annual General Meeting I reflected on the
success we have had in growing and diversifying
our income.

SLSNZ welcomes back Paul Veric to undertake a
key project for the Board. Paul has been employed
over the last three years as Chief Executive of
Swimming New Zealand but has been drawn back
to SLS not only because of his passion for our
organisation but also the opportunity to be part of
this key project. A summary of this two year project
follows:

The Board continues to place an important
emphasis on our international lifesaving
relationships. We aspire to ‘be recognised as the
#1 authority in drowning and injury prevention in
aquatic environments’ in NZ and our membership
of the international lifesaving community is an
important aspect of this.

Between 2000 and 2007 we have increased our
income by close to 100% and fully anticipate that
between 2007 and 2011 the total income should go
closer to $10m per year.

1.	The primary outcome of this Project is:

Income growth has been built on the increasing
value and awareness of the SLS brand. Investment
in marketing and shows like Piha Rescue have
led to a significant return on investment. Public
perception is at an all time high and this has also
led to funding growth. The funding growth is not
just with SLSNZ. In many cases Districts and Clubs
are also experiencing similar growth.
Recent highlights include:
•

$508,000 being raised with the Warehouse in a
Charity Auction

•

$3.1m from New Zealand Lottery Grants Board

•

TVNZ signing SLS to be a corporate supporter
for the next three years

•

BP’s ongoing commitment with a big year
planned in 2008 due to the 40th year of our
partnership

A new initiative this year is the National ‘Jandal
Day’. This is SLSNZ’s first move into establishing
a national appeal day that all Clubs and Districts
can latch onto and raise funds from. SLSNZ is
‘investing’ $150,000 into the marketing of ‘Jandal
Day’ and all proceeds from the day will go to Clubs
and Districts.

Key Deliverables

Determine the most effective way to ensure
SLSNZ’s purpose, ‘preventing drowning and
injury in New Zealand’, is delivered to the
communities throughout the country.
2.	The project scope shall include thorough
analysis and consideration of at least the
following:
•

Effective delivery of the SLSNZ Strategic Plan
2007 – 2011 in order for SLS to achieve its
vision of being ‘New Zealand’s leading aquatic
essential service’

•

Clarity around roles and responsibilities of the
National Body, Districts and Clubs

•

Ensure that SLS continues to be relevant in
drowning and injury prevention
-

Increasing alignment

-

Reducing duplication

-

Improving efficiency

-

Financial sustainability

-

Effective Risk Management

-

Change Management

Recently Graeme Cullen (Chairman of SLSNZ) was
elected a Vice President of the Asia Pacific Region
and this means, in August 2008, that Graeme
will become a Board member of the International
Lifesaving organisation (ILS).
In September we re-signed the relationship
agreement with SLS Australia. There are increasing
similarities between the strategic direction of our
two lifesaving organisations and at management
level a number of joint projects reflect this.
In Lifesaving: Members attending respective
Lifesaving Advisory meetings, provision of Beach
Education to SLSNSW via SLSA, Lifeguard
framework review consultation and RWC
consultation and advice. NZ presented at the SLSA
Lifesaving Conference and discussion on Lifeguard
Minimum Standards.
In Sport: Shared Official development progams
including resources and exchanges. Ongoing
discussions around a joint Competition Manual and
Equipment Specifications. SLSA participation in
the NZ Coaches Conference and NZ participation
in the September 2008 SLSA Sport Conference.
International events (Surf and Pool Challenge)
and a joint project developing a team manager
development program.

Paul will have a high level of visibility out amongst
the membership as this project develops.
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recognition of heroism
surf lifesaving’s annual awards

in recognition of heroism

achievement and dedication

A

B

Another year of succes was celebrated
at Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s annual
awards – the BP Surf Rescue Awards and
the DHL In it For Life Awards in September.
2007 BP Surf Rescue of the Year Bay of Plenty Regional Guards, Pukehina Beach
On January 11, 2007, Lilah Foote, Rebekah Gee, and Briar Macken finished
an early morning training session in Mount Maunganui, and came back to
Pukehina Beach in the Bay of Plenty for a quiet morning of patrolling.
The Pukehina estuary mouth can be a treacherous piece of water, guarded by
a constantly shifting sand bar, and on this day a messy 1.5m swell was causing
added concern. Head lifeguard Lilah Foote was on tower duty at around
midday when she noticed a 6m Scorpion craft returning to port and preparing
to cross the bar. She monitored the boat intently, and when a large wave
caught it from behind and flipped it, she sprang into action.
While Briar Macken raced along the beach to provide support, Lilah and
Rebekah Gee immediately closed the patrolled swimming area and launched an
IRB in the estuary for a more direct route to the stricken boat. On arrival, Lilah
and Rebekah found a man in a lifejacket clinging desperately to the side of the
vessel amid copious amounts of floating debris, and were informed there were
four other people – a mother, teenager and two small children – still unaccounted
for.
Rebekah established the driver had no significant injuries and advised him to
remove his lifejacket and heavy clothing in the pounding surf. She then dived
under the boat, and discovered the four missing people were likely trapped in
the upturned cabin of the boat.
Unable to provide support with the IRB in the surf, Lilah piloted it to nearby
Newdicks Beach, grabbed her fins and swam back out to the scene. Diving
under, Lilah tried several times to free the trapped passengers without success,
and quickly grasping the enormity of the situation, instructed Briar to call other
emergency services. Given large fish bins were obstructing the cabin doorway,
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C

Lilah established the only way to rescue the trapped occupants would be to
right the boat, which was now stuck firmly in place by the anchor and cable,
which had come loose.
Two members of the public swam out with life jackets and a knife to assist
the rescue, while Rebekah and Lilah sought signs of life from the trapped
occupants. As the two helpers – one a former lifeguard – arrived, a whistle
sounded under the boat, and with renewed hope, Rebekah cut the anchor line
and everyone lifted one side of the boat.
Lilah and the driver dragged the four occupants free and they were quickly
ushered to shore on the Newdicks Beach side. All five on board the boat
appeared to have only minor injuries, but the lifeguards established the two
children had a severe blood-clotting disorder, so Lilah and Rebekah skilfully
relaunched the IRB through rocks and surf with the mother and children
on board, in order to meet the ambulance on the Pukehina side. Then they
returned to pick up those remaining on the other side, and helped secure the
boat so that it could be salvaged later.
The whole rescue took more than 90mins of hectic, adrenalin-fuelled activity –
but in the true spirit of professionalism, once they’d been debriefed, the three
lifeguards calmed their nerves, re-established a flagged area and continued
their patrol for the rest of the day.
Surf Life Saving New Zealand Chief Executive, Geoff Barry, has no doubt their
actions prevented multiple loss of life.
“This was an incredible display of skill and composure in a rapidly evolving rescue
situation,” Mr Barry said. “The three young women took the skills they’d been
thoroughly taught in lifeguard training and adapted them perfectly in a text-book
rescue. Their bravery and level-headedness was nothing short of heroic.”
2007 NZLGB Surf Lifeguard of the Year - David Pontin
The New Zealand Surf Lifeguard of the Year is awarded to David Pontin for his
dedication and passion for lifeguarding during the 2006/2007 season.
David is the chief instructor at the South Brighton club in Christchurch, is a
district examiner and patrol inspector and is also a member of the district
advisory committee.

Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

D

E

Although he totalled more than 60 exceptional hours of patrolling during the
last season, this didn’t include the extra hours he gave just `popping down’
to the club.As chief instructor, David set about his duties with professionalism
and energy. His attention to detail and awareness of the beach environment
was faultless, while his dedication to the safety of the public was unrelenting.
David has rejuvenated the IRB patrols at South Brighton, firstly by obtaining
funding for a new hull and motors, then training crews, and ensuring the
maintenance of the craft met his own high standards. He has lifted the overall
standard of South Brighton patrols, operating as patrol coordinator, and has
established himself as the `go to’ person whenever there is a question or
problem with a patrol.
As district examiner, he ensured those attending exams were properly
prepared and put them at ease while attempting the exams to get the best
result for themselves, their club and districts.
David also gave up his own time to be involved with an open water swim
series run by an outside organization, ensuring the safety of competitors.
He’s spent countless hours on the beach giving advice to swimmers, has
passed his examiners’ qualification and kept up to date with the latest in first
aid procedures.
South Brighton president Bruce Lomax described David as a mentor to all
lifeguards at the club.
“His dedication has encouraged other people to become more involved in
lifeguarding,” Bruce explains. “He continues to encourage and train people
to achieve high levels in patrol standards and continues to deliver a service to
the public that young impressionable lifeguards aspire to.”
Surf Life Saving New Zealand Chief Executive, Geoff Barry, is adamant
lifeguards like David Pontin are worth their weight in gold.
“David embodies the very best of the traits found in New Zealand lifeguards;
he’s enthusiastic, adaptable and takes real pride in delivering the very best
service he can. Through all his activities, he’s never distracted from his core
purpose - preventing the loss of life.”

F

A. Briar, Lilah and Rebekah after they received there award at the BP Surf
Rescue Awards in Wellington. B. David overseeing a Senior Lifeguard School
at Taylor’s Mistake beach C. Scott Weatherall receiving the DHL Volunteer of
the Year Award D. David Price receiving the DHL Official of the Year Award
E. Jason Pocock receiving the DHL Surf Coach of the Year Award F. Claire
French receiving the Instructor/Examiner of the Year Award

Media Awards
Most Significant Print Media Contribution
Hawkes Bay Today
Best Surf Life Saving Photo			
Dean Purcell, The New Zealand Herald
Best Surf Life Saving Story in Print 		
Murray Hills, Taranaki Daily News
In it For Life Awards
DHL Volunteer of the Year			
Scott Weatherall, Surf Life Saving Otago
DHL Instructor/Examiner of the Year 		
Claire French, Surf Life Saving Northern Region
DHL Coach of the Year
Jason Pocock, Surf Life Saving Northern Region
DHL Official of the Year			
David Price, Surf Life Saving Canterbury
DHL International Performance of the Year
Chelsea Maples & Glenn Anderson
London Trophy
Opotiki SLSC, Surf Life Saving Bay of Plenty
Gudsell Trophy
Piha SLSC, Surf Life Saving Northern Region
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DHL in it for life awards
life memberships

honoured for

a life time of hard work
SLSNZ Distinguished
Service Awards
Lynette McFedries
Surf Life Saving Western Districts
Desmond Lyons
Surf Life Saving Canterbury
Paul Ryan
Surf Life Saving Taranaki
Gary Richards
Surf Life Saving Bay of Plenty
Patricia Olsen

Alan Larsen

Ian Maclaine

Surf Life Saving Northern Region

CASTLECLIFF

WAIPU COVE

Late in January, 1966, Alan Larsen ventured
down to the Castlecliff club in Wanganui to sit
his surf lifeguard award – 41 years later, he’s still
heavily involved.

Ian Maclaine could stake a claim to being the voice
of surf lifesaving – now he’s a life member as well.

Alfred Scandrett
Surf Life Saving Gisborne

SLSNZ Service
Awards
Peter Housiaux
Surf Life Saving Western Districts
Brent Warner
Surf Life Saving Bay of Plenty
Peter Young
Surf Life Saving Northern Region
Graeme Porter
Surf Life Saving Northern Region
Sydney Jago
Surf Life Saving Hawkes Bay
Cory Hutchings
Surf Life Saving Gisborne
Trevor Williams
Surf Life Saving Gisborne
Donald Dring
Surf Life Saving Wellington
Paul Veric

Larsen spent seven years patrolling at Castlecliff,
but it was his administrative nous that has kept
him involved
In 1972, After four years as secretary of the club,
he stepped up to the auditor’s role with Western
Districts, becoming treasurer in 1973 and
secretary in 1978.
He also served a term as chairman, and spent
three years as the public relations officer, and
has served for 32 years as the Central Region’s
secretary/treasurer.
In 1974, Alan also had his first taste of officiating
at a district carnival and he must have enjoyed
it – he’s done it every year since, moving up to
national level in 1979.
Alan was awarded his service award in 1988
and his distinguished service award in 2002, and
now life membership is an honour bestowed on
Alan Larsen.

Ian’s booming voice has been heard at beaches
all over New Zealand. He’s been the announcer
at New Zealand Championships since 1988, has
served 15 seasons calling the Northern Regional
champs and has racked up seven years on the
microphone at the Surf League.
But it was his early work with the Waipu Cove
club which really set the scene for his 43 years of
lifesaving service.
Ian joined Waipu in 1964, a decade after first
sitting his Royal Lifesaving Bronze. He made
an immediate impression at the Northland club,
completing the building of the clubhouse, paying
off debt and boosting membership dramatically.
The club went from five serving lifeguards in 1964
to around 80 in 1978, when Waipu was awarded
the highly successful national championships of
the same year.
That year Ian also began his involvement with
the Northern Region district, which culminated in
establishing the Auckland Marine Rescue Centre
headquarters at the current Mechanics Bay site.
He was also a key figure in securing a landmark
sponsorship deal with Europa – a partnership
which continues under the BP brand to this day.
Despite stints with Whangamata, Piha and
Muriwai, Ian is still involved with Waipu in various
administrative roles and is thoroughly deserving of
this life membership.

Surf Life Saving Wellington
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

Kent Jarman

Peter Thorpe

Raymond Trilford

MOUNT MAUNGANUI LIFEGUARD SERVICE

MIDWAY

WESTSHORE

Kent Jarman has had the sort of surf lifesaving
career that fresh-faced young lifeguards can only
dream about.

Peter Thorpe’s list of responsibilities in surf
lifesaving stretches over pages – there are few
committees the Gisborne stalwart hasn’t been
involved in over 37 dedicated years.

Life membership is the second great achievement
bestowed on Ray Trilford this year – the first came
in March when he won the national board race
final in the 65-69 age-group in Gisborne, a week
before his 70th birthday! Though competition
was scarce that day, willingness and enthusiasm
certainly wasn’t, with Ray showing all the
attributes of 47 years of competition and an
extraordinary 56 years of service, including 53 as
an active, patrolling lifeguard.

Since he joined up at the Omanu club in 1966,
Kent’s service to surf lifesaving has been
outstanding, as a competitor, lifeguard, coach
and official.
After four years at Omanu and five years at
Lyall Bay, Kent moved to the Mount Maunganui
Lifeguard Service in 1974 and has been there
ever since.
That same year, he won his first Bay of Plenty
Ironman title, and was unbeaten in the discipline
at the Bay championships for the next decade.
He also picked up national tube rescue titles in
1978 and 1988, and made the 1979 New Zealand
powered craft team.
Kent has spent 33 years as a patrol captain, 20
years as an IRB instructor and he’s also in his 27th
year in the Bay of Plenty search and rescue squad.
He’s been club captain, chairman, equipment
officer, director of coaching and president at the
Mount club, winning a service award in 1991 and
the distinguished service award four years later.
With a strong family involvement in the sport
and four decades of enthusiasm and dedication,
elevation to life membership is a natural
progression for a man of Kent’s standing.

Peter joined the Waikanae club in 1970, before
switching to Midway three years later. He’s been
there ever since, often competing, frequently
fundraising and always serving.
Peter competed for 26 years until gracefully
retiring in 1998.He served his first tenure as club
captain in 1981, and since then, Peter hasn’t been
without club and district responsibility, serving
as a delegate, patron, chairman and president.
He’s also been a long-serving member of the
Gisborne Surf Lifesaving Association, a chairman
and president over two four-year terms, and even
served as Surf League manager in 2002.
At a national and international level, Peter has been
a New Zealand director of Lifesaving, a chairman
of the board of directors and a delegate to the Asia
Pacific region.
It’s somewhat appropriate Peter has also spent 12
years on the New Zealand Honours and Awards
Review committee – today, the boot, as they say,
is on the other foot and he’ll take his rightful place
as a life member of the organisation he’s served
so faithfully.

Ray has spent the last 28 years with the
Westshore club, but had already accumulated
28 years with the Maranui and Titahi Bay clubs
previously. He was chief instructor at Maranui from
1957-1960 and club captain from 1966-1969,
sandwiching stints at Titahi Bay where he was a
competitor, deputy club captain and chairman.
Ray has also spent the last 32 years as a surf
official at national level and was a district delegate
for 13 years.
Ray has been both chairman and president at
Westshore, and is a true example of the motto
`In it for life’.
Here’s hoping his elevation to life membership
won’t distract him when he steps up an age group
at next year’s master’s competition.
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hall of fame
2008 inductions

Hall of Fame
2007 inductions

In September 2007 there were five new inductees into the
SLSNZ Hall of Fame. The period of sporting performance
considered for this induction was up to 1980.

Jo Clark – front right

John Jarvis – far left

Rex Dalton

Maranui SLSC

St Clair, Waikanae & Muriwai SLSC’s

North Beach SLSC

Between 1937 and 1951 won
22 New Zealand Titles
6 Silver Medals
2 Bronze Medals
New Zealand Team Captain 1950.

Between 1951 and 1971 won
7 New Zealand Titles
6 Silver and Bronze Medals
New Zealand Team 1954 and 1957.
Won International Belt Race Titles.

Between1951 and 1971 won
7 New Zealand Titles
8 Silver Medals
7 Bronze Medals
Won 6 NZ Ski Race Titles.
The first in 1960 and the last in 1973.

Jenny Clark (Abraham)
North Beach SLSC

Won 6 consecutive New Zealand Surf Race
Titles between 1964 and 1969.
Also won 1 Belt Race Title and
placed 2nd in the Belt Race 4 times.

SURF:RESCUE 12

Chris Billing – 2nd left, standing
Worser Bay SLSC

Between 1955 and 1970 won
11 New Zealand Titles
2 Silver Medals
5 Bronze Medals
New Zealand Titles include 6 Beach Sprint
and 4 Beach Relay.
New Zealand Representative 1954 and 1965.

Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

regional life saving strategy
nathan hight, slslnz lifesaving developsment manager

“The next step in approaching drowning prevention is working with each
district in developing lifesaving plans.”

Regional Life Saving Development 07-10
As part of the SLSNZ
Delegation to the 2007 World
Water Safety Conference in
Portugal recently I was lucky
enough to be able to present
some information to other
participating countries about
how SLSNZ are progressing
with implementing our
National Lifesaving Plan.

This opportunity in Surf Rescue now gives me an
opportunity to share some of this information with
you – the reader, the supporter, the clubbie, the
volunteer.
As many of you will be aware SLSNZ has a National
Lifesaving Plan about how it intends to reduce
drowning in New Zealand. To put some context
to SLSNZ’s plan and where it fits in to the bigger
picture;
• The NZ Government has now adopted a
National Drowning Prevention Strategy
• The International Lifesaving Federation (of which
SLSNZ is the NZ member) has developed a
Global Drowning Prevention Strategy draft
document
• Our friends from SLS Australia have developed
an equivalent ‘Total Service Plan’ which has been
in place for some time.
The SLSNZ Lifesaving Plan is tightly aligned
with the plans of these other key agencies in the
drowning prevention sector and SLSNZ works
alongside such agencies to ‘deliver our bit of the
drowning prevention pie’.
The foundations of all drowning prevention work in
our environments (at all levels of the organisation)
relate to 4 key reasons why people drown:
1. Ignorance, disregard or misjudgment of the hazard
2. Uninformed or unrestricted access to the hazard
3. Lack of supervision or surveillance
4. An inability to cope once in difficulty.

A graphic representation of Surf Life Saving
New Zealand’s Lifesaving Plan.

So, the question is then… what do we (all of us
collectively!) do about reducing the likelihood
of drownings occurring in each of these four
situations? For the clubbie on the beach, you are
already working extremely positively in offsetting the
third reason listed above – providing supervision
and surveillance. For each of our 9 districts,
running a programme such as Beach Ed means
contributing towards the first and fourth causes of
drowning.
What is important moving forward is that Surf Life
Saving has knowledge and information (which is
formalized and documented) that enables us to
offset each of the 4 drowning causes as best we
can, with the resources we have, at club and district
levels. This means that the next step in approaching
drowning prevention is working with each district in
developing lifesaving plans.

To develop these plans SLSNZ alongside districts
will be identifying the gap that exists between
the supply of existing drowning prevention work
and the demand for needed drowning prevention
interventions (at a district level) to reduce drowning.
To identify the gap mentioned above, the following
work needs to be undertaken in each district and
can be split into 2 key areas:
A. Information Gathering:
1. Data (drowning statistics, rescue/incident
		 statistics)
2. Geography (updated coastline survey work)
3. Population Trends (new communities, 		
		movement trends, etc)
4. Drowning stock take – how many recent
		drownings have there been?
5. Risk Assessments for drowning in each district
B. Drowning Prevention Plan
1. A documented plan that identifies what needs
		to happen to prevent drowning
2. Development and/or enhancement of
		community relationships with other players in
		 drowning prevention
3. Programmes and initiatives that target gaps
		highlighted during information gathering
		specific to the effect they will have on the 4
		components of drowning.
4. Targeted investment of resources to mitigate
		the risk of drowning.
For the clubby on the beach, the downstream
implementation of district drowning prevention
plans may not have an obvious impact in most
areas of NZ – this fundamental aspect of Surf
Life Saving, beach patrols, is absolutely critical in
offsetting a lack of supervision or surveillance as
a factor in drowning. What these plans will mean
at a local level is more support around our core
services, a bigger impact on the other 3 causes
of drowning (highlighted earlier) and an advanced,
evidence based approach to preventing drowning
in New Zealand – our purpose.
By Nathan Hight
SLSNZ Lifesaving Development Manager
nathan.hight@surflifesaving.org.nz
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consistent approach
brett sullivan, slsnz lifesaving manager

consistent approach
A hollistic approach to training and development
Members of Surf Life Saving New Zealand have a wide range of opportunities
available to them. These range from formal training to on the job learning and
operating in roles that provide them with skills, knowledge and experience.
Training and assessment are an integral part of the surf lifesaving culture.
In addition, these skills have an increasing relevance to and importance to
members in their roles outside of surf lifesaving.
Training has traditionally been delivered in the ‘silos’ of lifesaving and sport.
Leadership training has also been introduced relatively recently as its own
silo. While this system has been successful, the organisation has identified a
need to develop a framework that will cater for the needs of members as they
look to develop expertise vertically (within lifesaving, sport and leadership) or
horizontally (across lifesaving, sport and leadership).
Recent work in both lifesaving and sport has seen a lot of evidence gathered to
find out what our members are actually doing on the beaches throughout NZ.
This evidence has been integral to mapping the competencies required to train
our members and will slot nicely into the operational arm of the framework.
The process of developing a holistic framework approach to training and
development will allow for:
• A common philosophy for training and education to be developed
• A member/role-centric framework that communicates clear training needs
• Consideration to be given to external training and assessment trends
• Consolidation of existing training and assessment content and practices
• Further training and assessment needs to be identified.

Many aspects of surf lifesaving training have been developed in a formal
manner which is now entrenched in the organisation’s culture. The nature
of surf life saving has also allowed for people undertaking roles within the
organisation without the need for formal training. This framework will not
recommend any changes to this culture.
What is being recommended is a focus on the membership and ensuring they
are best equipped for the roles they play in keeping the organisation at the
forefront of safety, sport and community service.
Central to the development of the framework are a set of common principles.
These are:
• That training should be designed around the roles that specific members
have within the organisation
• Operational roles such as lifeguards, coaches and officials will be
considered in the first instance
• Generic skills such as communication and leadership that apply across
multiple areas should be considered
• Members should only complete training in an area once
• Where NZQA units exist and it is practical, training and assessment should
complement these.
The framework will be communicated and resourced throughout the 2007/08
season with an implementation planned for the start of the 2008/09 season.
Brett Sullivan - SLSNZ Lifesaving Manager
brett.sullivan@surflifesaving.org.nz

NZ C OMMUNITY T RUST

The Nationals just got bigger!
Kicking off with the NZ Masters
on Thursday, every indication is
Whakatane will be a great success.

THU 13th March
NZ Masters Championship
Fri 14th – Sun 16tH MARCH
NZ Surf Life Saving Championships

New Holden Astra up for grabs!
Every competitor who qualifies for a final event during the three days of the 2008 NZCT Surf Life Saving
Championships will go into the draw to win the use of a new Holden Astra for three months (special
conditions
: apply). On line entry to the NZCT Surf Life Saving Championships will be open on.....
SURF RESCUE 14

Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

nz surf boat series 08
strong event series set to grow

more interest, more crews

nz surf boat series 08
Boaties warmed to the idea of
creating a national series last
year and with four individual
surf boat events already on
the calendar, getting in behind
those seemed the perfect way
to create a strong event series.
This year the series should grow with more
interest and more crews making the commitment
to get behind the opportunity. The 2006/07 series
saw 28 crews enter the series with Titahi Bay
taking the overall title. The age group divisions
are expected to be just as competitive as the
Open. Waihi and Piha Under 21 crews are
expected to go well.

A

Karekare, Orewa and Paekakariki were the
dominant woman’s crews last year and entry
numbers are anticipated to build upon last year.
The Titahi Bay crew have been named as the
boat crew in the International Surf Challenge to be
held on Bondi in late November. New Zealand will
compete against six other country’s at the event.

8-9 Dec Wellington
2 Jan Whangamata
9 Feb Waihi
23 Feb Piha
The final event at Piha creates a do or die scenario
with vital points on the line while tackling Piha’s
large West Coast surf. The three previous rounds
are likely to produce a far less challenging surf.
While subject to TVNZ programming, Surf
Life Saving New Zealand (SLSNZ) intends to
produce two half hour programmes as part of
the eight week Surf Sports package that goes to
air in March and April. This will be the first Surf
Boats programme produced by SLSNZ and will
bring the excitement of Surf Boat racing into
people’s living rooms.

A. Titahi Bay competing at the Fresh Up Trans
Tasman Challenge, Piha Big Wave Classic
B. Paekakariki womens crew

B
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mercury surf engine
information

information

mercury surf engine
new engines
•

Now supplied with solid mounts fitted and the gear shift rod is no longer bent due to extended
mounts. This modification should result in no broken gear shift rods due to worn engine mounts.

•

Engine cover security during roll-overs is enhanced via modification using bungy cord that must be
engaged before usage - photo A.

•

Orders for new engines have an approx 6 week turn around allowing for the engine to be purchased
from Mercury, strengtahened and reinforced to surf specification, Propguard and stainless prop fitted

A

and SLSNZ seals fitted. Orders to: david_hickey@xtra.co.nz . Payment is required prior to engine
being dispatched.

maintenance tips
•

Check engine mounts nuts are tight on a regular basis - photo B.

•

Check engine tray bolts are tight on a regular basis - photo C.

•

Keep compression tube lock nuts tight, very important - photo D.

•

Keep external choke shaft lubricated with WD40 to avoid seizure - photo E.

•

B

Do not wash engine down when it is running. Water spray will be sucked into the carburettor
resulting in possible starting problems. This also applies with the engine cover on.

•

Keep HT spark plug leads secured away from the engine cover attachment to avoid damage to
leads and the engine shorting out - photo F.

•

Spray the engine with WD40 after every use to avoid salt corrosion and rust.

reinstatement

C

When you have completed a reinstatement after a rollover but the engine cannot be run under full power at
sea due to engine damage, ie broken bracket, then the engine must be inverted and completely immersed,
with engine cover off, in a drum of fresh water until repair is arranged and the engine can be run at sea
immediately following a further reinstatement.
Failure to implement this procedure may well result in engine seizure

starting tip for cold engine
•

Place switch to ‘Off’ position

•

Engage choke and pull engine over once

•

Place switch to ‘On’ position and push choke in

•

Engine should now start next pull

D

modified parts order list
•

Available from Plastic & Steel Products Ltd 09 624 1004

•

Replacement Mercury Engine Cover Special Offer exclusive to SLSNZ Clubs

E

Contact: David Hickey on 027-2806420 for details/ordering
•

Arancia IRB Quotes/Parts
Contact: info@arancia.co.nz; Ph 09-8150468

•

Propel Propguard Repairs
Contact: Stainless Design Ph 07-8491005
F
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

Rescue
of the

Month

Nivea Sun Rescue of the Month recognises the outstanding
efforts of New Zealand’s volunteer Surf Lifeguards.

2007/08 Season Dates
Last year New Zealand’s Surf Lifeguards performed over 1400 rescues and 1700 first aids, but these
lifeguards tend to think of these as “just what we do” or “part of the job”. Many of these rescues
are very difficult and demonstrate advanced Lifesaving skills, amazing teamwork in very dangerous
and ever changing environments. Too often the efforts of these Surf Lifeguards go unnoticed.
Each month Districts get the opportunity to recognise their best local rescue of the month by
entering that outstanding rescue into the NZ Rescue of the Month Award. There are six awards for
each season:
Period	 Period Ends	
1
Fri 30th November 2007
2
Mon 31st December 2007
3
Thu 31st January 2008
4
Fri 29th February 2008
5
Mon 31st March 2008
6
Wed 30th April 2008

Nominations Close
Fri 14th December 2007
Fri 11th January 2008
Fri 8th February 2008
Fri 14th March 2008
Fri 11th April 2008
Fri 9th May 2008

Winner Announced
Mon 17th December 2007
Mon 14th January 2008
Mon 11th February 2008
Mon 17th March 2008
Mon 14th April 2008
Mon 12th May 2008

Entries are available on the Surf Life Saving New Zealand website (www.surflifesaving.org.nz) or
contact your District office. The winners of each rescue of the month will become finalists for
the BP Rescue of the Year Awards presented in September 2008.

For every bottle of NIVEA Sun sold 25 cents is donated to Surf Life Saving New Zealand

WHERE PROTECTION MEETS CARE
Proud sponsors of Surf Life Saving New Zealand

swim champs
go off with a splash

swim champs

go off with a splash

460 Competitors, 90 Titles, 24 Clubs, 3 Days, 1 Competition!
The Surf Life Saving New Zealand Swim
Champs opened in style on Friday 28th
September with the Open Men’s and Women’s
200m Super Lifesaver. Glenn Anderson
cleaned up the Open Men’s event, heading
home Titahi Bay’s Steven Kent, with Michael
Janes in third place.

Despite that first round loss, Kent opened his campaign in style at the SLSNZ
Swim Championships dominating the following two events. Kent upstaged
Papamoa’s Anderson in the 100m manikin carry with fins, beating the current
New Zealand team captain by nearly 2secs, and pipped veteran Lyall Bay pool
exponent Scott Cantley in the 50m swim with fins.
Sumner’s Julia Toomey also collected two titles on the opening night, emulating
Kent’s victories in the 100m manikin carry and 50m swim with fins, while Mt
Maunganui’s Johanna O’Connor collected the 200m Super Lifesaver gold.
Not to be outdone, Natasha Hind fought back on Saturday as her outstanding
pool season continued. Hind won three individual titles on the second day of
competition - the 100m swim with obstacles, the 100m rescue medley and the
200m swim with obstacles. Hind also managed second behind Toomey in the
50m manikin carry without fins.
To top it off the 18-year-old also helped her Lyall Bay 4x50m obstacle relay
team to a New Zealand record of 1min 56.76secs. The team of Bella Franks,
Samantha Lee, Anita Roberts and Hind showed the power of youth breaking
the old record, set only a month ago at the International Pool Challenge in
Sydney, by more than a second.
Titahi Bay’s Kent also picked up another three titles on Saturday after his strong
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Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

B

C

A. Rebecca Perrott clips up the manikin in the
Masters 100m Manikin Tow B. Open Men’s Line
Throw C. West Shore Under 12 Women’s Tube
Rescue D. Presentation of the Paul Kent Memorial
Trophy by Lorraine Kent to Lyall Bay SLSC

A

D

start on the first night, winning the 100m swim with obstacles and anchoring his club’s successful
4x50m obstacle and 4x50m medley relay teams to victory.
Another individual men’s star was incumbent national captain Anderson, who picked up the 100m
rescue medley, 200m swim with obstacles and 50m manikin carry without fins titles on the second day
of competition.
There was even a glimpse of swimming’s golden past on display, with 1978 Commonwealth Games
200m freestyle gold medallist Rebecca Perrott winning the masters division in the 100m swim with
obstacles and 100m manikin tow with fins convincingly.
Not to be outdone by experience the Under 16 competitors also produced a few classy displays.
Muriwai’s Ben Stark went home with both the Under 16 Men’s individual titles in the 50m swim with fins
and 100m swim with obstacles.
Brooke Watt and Lauren Coetzee, both Lyall Bay, took a gold and a silver each in the 13yr
Woman’s events.
In the 11yr Women’s events Westshore’s Shayla Gimblett snatched two individual titles in style, both
well ahead of her nearest competitor.
The top club race for the Paul Kent Memorial Trophy was dominated by an impressive, 80 competitor
strong, Lyall Bay side. Lyall Bay finished the competition having amassed a massive 1458 points, more
than double that of second-placed Waikanae (652). Hawke’s Bay’s Westshore were third with 617.

“There was
even a glimpse
of swimming’s
golden past
on display,
with 1978
Commonwealth
Games 200m
freestyle gold
medallist
Rebecca Perrott”
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national jandal day
find out how you can get involved

surf life saving’s

national appeal day
Surf Life Saving and the Jandal, both kiwi icons.
• 72% mention the beach first up, when they think of Jandals
• 74% think the jandal is an icon
• 82% of New Zealanders own a pair
Creating new income streams for Surf Life Saving is a key part of
Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s income strategy. In this case it’s
about creating an opportunity for Clubs and Districts. Surf Life
Saving New Zealand and sponsor Bach 22 are developing National
Jandal Day to become a permanent event in New Zealand’s
calendar.
Surf Life Saving New Zealand has made a significant commitment
to make this year a success. And while SLSNZ has committed a six
figure sum to make it a success, it won’t retain any of the money
raised. A wide range of initiatives from TV, newspaper, radio, direct
mail and householder mailings have been utilised. Districts and
Clubs have been encouraged to use the opportunity created.

In this first year all money raised will be banked into a single
account (with a range of codes) to determine which of the wide
range of initiatives have been effective to support planning for
future years. Once collected, SLSNZ will distribute all income raised
to Clubs and Districts. In almost all cases the income generated
can be tracked to the local area and where this can’t be achieved
any remaining funds will be distributed using the existing funding
distribution model.
Gathering all income centrally is critical to long term success or the
risk is next year initiatives are dropped off after being seen to be
ineffective.

Money raised is through a range of channels...

Donate online

0900 54 334
instant $20
donation

TXT the word
FLAGS
to 4483 to
donate $3

Collectors
Give generously
to our street
collectors on
Friday 7 Dec

Post to
Surf Life Saving
PO Box 9205,
Wellington 6141
Freepost 100280

Contact your district to find out how to get involved!
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

Slip on your Jandals™ and help
support Surf Life Saving in NZ

www.nationaljandalday.co.nz
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athletes of the year
jointly awarded

athletes of the year

high performance

A
A. Chelsea competing at the Lion
Foundation Surf League
B. Chelsea in Action at NZCT Surf Life
Saving Championships Gisborne
C. Glenn in action at the pool
D. Glenn winning the open mens
surf race NZCT Surf Life Saving
Championships Gisborne

B

At the DHL In it For Life Awards on September
15th the DHL International Performance of the year
was jointly awarded to Chelsea Maples and Glenn
Anderson.
In March, at the Australian Surf Life Saving
Championships, Maples won the Under 17 Women’s
Beach Sprint and also went on to win the Open
Women’s Beach Sprint.
An Australian title has eluded many of New Zealand’s
top athletes, including 3 times World Champion Cory
Hutchings, but not Maples. Competing at only her
second Australian titles Maples went home with not
only her first Australian title but her second as well.

Along with six other
podium finishes,
Maples had an
outstanding NZ
Championships for her
Mt Maunganui Club.
With over 6000 competitors and 6 days of
competition, the Australian titles held at Scarborough
beach in Perth are the biggest Surf Lifesaving
competition in the world.
Making the final of the under-17 beach sprint, a
contest with four rounds of competition, Chelsea
stunned observers by winning the title a metre clear
of the rest. Only minutes later she lined up for the
Open Beach Sprint and in a cunning ploy false
started to allow herself a few extra seconds rest and
gain the upper hand.
“We had a little plan, because there’s a two-start rule
over here,” Maples explained. “The Aussie girls really
try to anticipate the start so I false-started to take
that advantage away from them. They had to start
again on my terms.”
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C

With individual gold medals in the Under-19 and
Open Women’s Beach Sprints at the NZ Surf Life
Saving Championships in March, along with six other
podium finishes, Maples had an outstanding NZ
Championships for her Mt Maunganui Club which
literally sprinted away with the Alan Gardner Trophy
for top club.
Maples, the golden girl of Surf Life Saving has gone
from strength to strength, and the culmination of her
hard work is a place in the 12-strong New Zealand
team to compete at the International Surf Challenge
in Bondi later this year.
From new kid-on-the-block to seasoned
professional, Glenn Anderson has also excelled
over the last twelve months. Anderson, who has
represented New Zealand since 2001, has once
again earned his place in both the International
Pool and International Surf Challenge teams.
In 2006 Anderson captained the New Zealand
International Pool Challenge team to victory against
the Australians. Anderson himself made waves in
the pool setting four New Zealand Records at the
challenge and accumulating 15 first places over the
three days of competition.
Anderson offers great versatility to New Zealand
which is important at World Champs where the same
12 competitors compete both in the pool and on
the beach. At the NZ Championships in Gisborne in
March, Anderson pulled off a fantastic double in the
open male swim arena, winning both the surf race and
the run-swim-run events. Anderson, accumulating
four titles and six podium finishes, was a strong
competitor for his Midway club, who placed second
overall at the competition.
As the need for a strong leader emerged within Surf
Life Saving New Zealand’s High Performance Program
Anderson answered this call and will captain his third
New Zealand team to Germany in November.

Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

D

world water safety 2007
nz delegation travel to portugal

have teddy,
will travel
Mairanagi Bay member Julia McFadzien and Fitzroy’s
Brooke Goldsworthy embarked on their ‘OE’ in May.

world water safety 07
nz delegation travel to portugal

World Water Safety 2007 (WWS 2007) is a global
conference and exhibition offered by the International
Life Saving Federation (ILS). The conference
and exhibition is held cyclically with WWS 2007
following on from the successful World Congress on
Drowning, Amsterdam 2002 and previously the ILS
Medical and Rescue Conferences held in San Diego
and on the Gold Coast.
This year’s venue, Oporto, on the Atlantic coast of Portugal proved to be an ideal place
to gather the international lifesaving community. WWS 2007 was hosted by AsNaSa
(Portuguese Lifesaving Federation) in conjunction with the International Lifesaving
Federation (ILS).
The purpose of WWS 2007 was to bring together the world’s foremost experts, systems
and information for exchange, debate and further development that will lead to the
reduction of death and injury in all aquatic environments worldwide. Therefore, this
conference was a ‘not to be missed’ opportunity to learn from renowned experts and share
best practice in international lifesaving.
The conference was divided into both scientific and professional streams that enabled
attendees to manoeuvre through a variety of interesting topics of choice. Core content
included total lifesaving service plans, risk assessment in lifesaving, research in lifesaving,
youth and adolescence in lifesaving, medical research, leadership and lifesaving education.
A number of these topics were also workshop sessions where information was gathered
and passed on to ILS for further consideration.

As Surf Life Saving Ambassadors they are determined
to fly the Surf Life Saving flag on their travels.

POMPEII

FRENCH RIVIERA

VENICE

KORFU

FRENCH RIVIERA

There were over 40 countries represented at the conference from all corners of the globe.
The New Zealand delegation was notably one of the largest in attendance and consisted of
the following people:
•

Graeme Cullen

•

Jonathon Webber

•

Jim Warwick

•

Billy Doyle

•

Angela Lawson

•

Dr. Kevin Moran, WaterSafe AKL

•

Scott Weatherall

•

Teresa Stanley, WaterSafe AKL

•

Dougal Holmes

•

Mark Haimona, Water Safety NZ

•

Brett Sullivan

•

Matt Claridge, Water Safety NZ

•

Nathan Hight

Members of the delegation presented a number of professional and research based papers
which were very well received. There were also poster and freestanding presentations
delivered on recent work done in New Zealand. Members of the delegation also completed
some valuable work on behalf of the ILS Rescue Committee while in Portugal. A
questionnaire was developed by the group and all attendees were interviewed. Not only did
this help to populate the world drowning prevention strategy, it also provided the group with
the perfect opportunity to make valuable contacts and networks.

PISA

AUSTRIAN ALPS

While WWS 2007 provided a great platform to share best practice, the challenge now is
for that platform to be the basis of tackling the burden of drowning worldwide. When the
international lifesaving community meets again at World Water Safety 2011 it is to be hoped
that many of the lessons learnt will have already had a significant impact.
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Can you name the teams?
In 2010 Surf Life Saving will be celebrating
100 years of surf life saving in New Zealand.
We are interested in finding interesting old equipment (e.g. wooden skis, reels), memorabilia,
photographs, videos, stories and people to help us tell the story of surf life saving in exhibitions,
books and other activities. If you, or your club, have anything that will help us showcase our
history from 1910 – 2010 please get in contact with Marilyn Moffatt, the
Centenary Coordinator

marilyn.moffatt@surflifesaving.org.nz T: (04) 382 7203 M: 027 233 3373
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

royal national lifeboat institute
nz delegation to UK

SLSNZ Delegation to Royal
National Lifeboat Institute (RNLI)
On Sunday 16th September 2007, four members of Surf Life Saving departed
New Zealand en route to the United Kingdom for a visit and tour of the RNLI
before continuing on to Portugal to be part of the 2007 World Water Safety
Conference.
Surf Life Saving New Zealand were represented on this visit by Brett Sullivan
(SLSNZ Lifesaving Manager), Nathan Hight (SLSNZ Lifesaving Development
Manager), Dougal Holmes (SLSC Lifesaving Manager) and Scott Weatherall
(SLSNZ Lifesaving Advisory Committee Member and SLSO Board Member).
After touching down in London on Tuesday 18th September, the delegation
travelled down to the South of England to Poole where the RNLI has its national
headquarters. The following day was spent with a range of meetings with key
representatives of the RNLI and SLSNZ discussing a range of topics of mutual
interest. Following the meetings we were provided with a tour of the RNLI
headquarters which included a 3 storey, purpose built, training facility complete
with conference rooms, classrooms, an accommodation block for approx 160
people, a restaurant and a bar.
Alongside the main training facility is a peer system where the RNLI have training
boats used during courses at the facility. In another building we were provided
with a demonstration of the RNLI’s training pool which is capable of producing
1m waves, simulated day/night exercises, lightning, thunder, rain and more. The
pool is 25m long, 15m wide with a depth of 5m. Our group watched a survival
exercise being completed with life rafts at night, in a simulated storm. Onsite is
also a full lifeboat simulator that is capable of programming almost any harbour
or ocean on earth and can replicate almost any sea conditions imaginable giving
lifeboat operators state-of-the-art training and experiences.
The RNLI is the biggest provider of beach lifeguards in the UK (all RNLI
lifeguards are paid) as well as the primary provider of lifeboat responses to
maritime incidents in the UK (volunteer). The RNLI also works extremely closely
with SLS Great Britain to ensure appropriate delivery of surf lifesaving specific
services (SLSGB essentially look after volunteer lifeguards and surf sports). One
of the really interesting aspects of the RNLI is the level of support networks that
are in place for frontline staff and volunteers. This support network includes a
large amount of administrative staff, human resources staff, trainers, managers,
mechanics, boat builders, you name it, they have it!
On Thursday 20th September we spent the day at the RNLI’s Inshore Lifeboat
Centre (ILC) located on the Isle of Wight where we were shown how lifeboats are
designed, manufactured, tested, re-fitted and so on. It is probably a good time
to point out that the RNLI has a yearly turnover of some 160M pounds!!
We then headed from the Isle of Wight down to Perrenporth (Cornwall) to get
some sand between our toes with the beach lifeguards. After a really long trip
we arrived very late and went straight to dinner with the RNLI’s local managers
in Cornwall. Friday 21st September we had a fantastic day looking around
many Cornish beaches and seeing the UK’s surf lifeguards in action. It was
great to catch up with a number of kiwi surf lifeguards that were working as
paid lifeguards for the RNLI during our NZ winter. There were also many local
lifeguards from the RNLI that have spent time in NZ working on our beaches as
part of district regional lifeguard programmes. This day really made me realise
the number of excellent opportunities that are out there for our NZ clubbies really
keen on lifesaving.
Our four days spent with the team from RNLI were absolutely fantastic. We
learned a huge amount, shared useful information between RNLI and SLSNZ,
met heaps of fantastic people and enjoyed some really cool experiences.
On behalf of Brett, Nathan, Dougal and myself I would like to thank all the RNLI
staff for their support, time, and their organising to make our visit so worthwhile
and so successful. Long may the sharing of information and best practices
continue!
In it for Life! - Scott Weatherall
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surf club 174
exciting new brand

surf club 174. kids learning to have fun in our
favourite playground and being safe too

New opportunities within the Surf Life Saving
environment have enabled Surf Life Saving
New Zealand (SLSNZ) to develop an exciting new
brand and range of programmes.
When Surf Lifesaving patrols began nearly 100 years ago it was in response to
the popularity of the beach as a favourite recreation space. Last year 2.3 million
people went to the beach. The family day at the beach is part of our culture
more than ever.
Surf Club 174 captures these opportunities and takes the beach and Surf Life
Saving experience to the public. Where do children go to learn to swim in the
surf, catch a wave, ride a boogie board? – A common question for parents and
children but not one that surf lifesaving can respond to within existing capacity.
With 95% of the population living within 30 minutes of the beach and the
increasing range of activities people undertake, Surf Life Saving is well placed
to capture the opportunities as health and wellbeing, recreation and physical
activity become an ever increasing focus in the community.
Surf Club 174 is a new brand developed by Surf Life Saving New Zealand to
engage children 7-14 years. Of course children have parents too! Importantly
it’s about SLSNZ’s purpose – “preventing drowning and injury” - but it is also a
valuable commercial opportunity.

TV Programme
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It’s iconic – the day trip to the beach. It’s free, it’s down the road, and anyone
can go. It’s about learning what you can do at the beach, something all the
family can do – and timed to coincide with our traditional family holiday!
Surf Club 174 this summer, TV2 4.30pm Friday and repeated on Channel 6
Saturday. The programme will be a six-week pilot starting 28 December to 2
February covering the usual Studio 2 programme timeslot.

“It’s our favourite & most accessible playground.
Learn how to enjoy it”

surfclub174.co.nz
The Surf Club 174 website is designed for kids – it’s an extension to the TV
programme and as more footage is gathered, will include more on-line video
clips. Importantly it has links to Surf Life Saving’s web page for teachers and
children interested in Surf Life Saving and how to get involved. And the car – it
really does exist.

“On line competitions, product giveaway’s,
interactive ‘on line’ games, video clips of ‘how to’.

LIFEGUARD
on DUTY

www.surfclub174.co.nz
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Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

Beach Ed
40,000 children & 8,000 parents a year! One of New Zealand’s largest
experiential programmes offered to schools, Beach Ed is delivered at
more than 30 locations to 450 schools. Beach Ed introduces children
to our favourite playground, many for the first time. Beach Ed teaches
children how waves are formed, types of waves and how the shape
of beaches effects swells. They are taught how to catch waves both
body surfing and on boogies boards and who better to teach them
than Surf Lifeguards.

“A fun, but safe educational day at the beach”

Surf to School
Participation numbers for Beach Ed are at close to maximum and
there are many schools who cannot take part either through cost
of travel or distance. Surf to School takes the Surf Lifeguard to the
children and helps deliver key messages to children beyond Beach
Ed’s limits. It’s about safety, but also what a great place the beach is.
And with 95% of our population living within 30 minutes of the beach,
it’s an important part of growing up in New Zealand.

“Promoting and encouraging the use of our
favourite playground to schools who can’t
participate in Beach Ed”

City Nippers
Where do children learn how to swim in open water, catch a wave,
either swimming or on a board? City Nippers provides an experiential
opportunity for children to learn the physical skills of swimming etc
in the surf. City Nippers is a new programme this year, running as a
pilot from Takapuna Beach and Mission Bay in Auckland. Learning
how to swim is an important life skill, learning how to use that skill in
other environments is the next important step to developing children’s
swimming skills.

Merchandise
Increasing brand awareness and reach! This year
The Warehouse is supporting Surf Club 174. Boogie
boards, fins and goggles are carried in The Warehouse
stores and generating an income for Surf Life Saving.
We hope to extend this range in future years to wetsuits
and apparel.

Extending the brand

“Developing skills so children and families can
enjoy our favourite playground.”
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huey god of surf
interviews julia toomey

julia
toomey
HUEY INTERVIEWS....

I thought I’d break the golden rule and… go back.
Back to Jess Berridge-Hart. I interviewed her in the
last edition, so I gave her a call.
I explained it’d been a good but lonely winter, and
I had thought about her often. I asked who she
thought I should have a crack at interviewing next.
Jess BH: “You’ve done enough girls so far….,
maybe look for a guy that all the young girls can
have a good read about, but still a good read for
the older more mature ones like yourself. That’s
the angle I’m thinking. And if it’s necessary that
you interview a female…I would go for either Julia
Toomey or Chelsea Maples.”
Well, I tried Chelsea but ask one question and ….
we’d need a book thicker than Gisborne’s coach
selection policy to get all Chelsea’s thoughts into
one place. Julia, now she seemed a good prospect
to have a crack at.
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It was ‘between lectures’ that Julia offered to talk, which sort of amused me as she
clearly goes to them all. She’s a student but she has the presence of someone who has
actually made it in life. You get the feeling she values every minute. Could be an auditor
the way she looks at her watch every six minutes. Maybe that’s just the company she
keeps. After a bit of small talk that watch keeping gets to me so I cut her short.
Look, Julia I know you’re busy. Let’s cut to it, when did you get in to surf? Give me
some history.

J: Sitting in the back row of fifth form Geography with some friends who
were members of Sumner Club. They convinced me to join, and that I wouldn’t
have to do any extra training from swimming. Why? I guess, the pull of doing
something for the community, the great friendships, the life of the ‘beach’!
What about now, you live in Auckland, hard to get to patrols in Sumner?

J: Yes it is - Over the last two summers I’ve been very lucky doing Regional
Guard but also filling the role of Lifesaving Development Co-ordinator for
Sumner. Unfortunately this summer I won’t be so lucky, and the beach will be
missing one set of red togs...!
Yeah, those red togs are special. [I once asked Bart if he picked them. He didn’t say,
in fact he wouldn’t stop smiling]. So you’re a student, what are you studying?

J: Architecture at Auckland University. I’ll graduate this year with a Bachelor
of Architectural Studies, and will go back to do a Master of Architecture, which
is the new requirement for becoming a ‘graduate architect’.
Right. [Your sandcastles still fall down though eh.] I hear you were the top Lifeguard
at the Senior Guard School you attended … couple of years back - and you’re a top
athlete. Rules of surf (Dean’s rules) are you can’t be both. Why are you different?

Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

Julia Toomey and Cory
Hutchings, the new faces of
Surf Club 174, tv2’s new kid
show starting in December.

J: Ha - umm...pass? Do you not just
make up my answers anyway? Athlete
that enjoys all aspects of surf… Overcommitted, mad, crazed woman?!
[Mad…crazed…woman. Well the
later is obvious, do the first two come as
part of the package?]
What’s with the TV star bit – Why did
New Zealand Surf make you a TV star – I
thought it was your looks and because
Cory needed help with his words?

J: Hehe, ah, you will have to ask John
O’Connell about that one!! I thought
it was because I enjoy talking - and
I can talk a lot about not a lot...All
thanks to previous debating, and
architecture critiques!
[Yawn], yes back to you as an athlete
then. The NZ team won the International
Pool Challenge in August beating the
Aussies twice in a row - that was good.
What next for you?

J: Yes it was fantastic! We had an
amazing team who really pulled out
all the stops to swim some incredible
times and to show the Aussie’s what
we are made of, and what we will be
bringing to World’s ‘08.
I’ve been named in the Germany Cup team and following that will train through
to swimming nationals in March where I need to swim some good times to
hopefully convince the selectors of a spot on the NZ Team to World’s.

J: hmm...meeting all the amazing people that dedicate so much of their time
to Surf. It constantly amazes me that people are so willing to place so much
of their personal time and energy into helping out, whether that is guarding
on the beaches, helping with funding, officiating, helping with Junior surf,
or the day-to-day organisation of a club. I’ve been so lucky to meet so many
incredible people through all the different facets of surf, which I think is the
key to the organisation; Sport, Life Guarding, International Competitions,
Leadership Group, Senior Guard schools, Officials...the list goes on!!! It’s
fantastic - if you start me talking, I will not stop!!!
[thoughts of Chelsea come back to me]. And the bad? If you were in a position to
make a change, what would that be?

J: I think many of the smaller clubs struggle with the day-to-day running of
the club, it’s no small job, and often it goes unnoticed. I think it would be great
to see some financial help for the clubs, whether that is through a part-time
employee, or a basic ‘how-to’ guide for clubs. But, I do believe it works both
ways, that clubs have to ask for help, as I know districts have resources
available. I believe if club members didn’t have to worry so much about
the basic running of it, then they could spend more time on the retention of
younger members. It would be great to see more kids stay longer.
I felt a little stunned. She delivered that last bit with such genuine passion. Not
hysterical passion, but from both the head and the heart, the best combination.
Julia is right, she can talk. I heard she was being considered for Horan’s job, was in the
queue for three hours with the rest of the leggy hopefuls. She got through to the final
stages but kept trying to explain what the weather did rather than just reading it to the
camera. But the audience was fascinated about the effect that the rain forest devastation
for low cost timber homes, driven by the building industry in Indonesia, was having on
the surf size in Bali that weekend.

You’re a sprinter though eh so… what, you just train in short bursts? Me, I was king
of stamina in my day, long distance, big sessions. I was in a race long enough to get wet.

J: Oh. Right.
So what about your TV future? You co hosted the Surf League earlier this year, will
we see any more of you or was that a one hit wonder?

J: Um, I would love to claim I’m a ‘one-hit wonder’, but doubt I made that
much of an impression! I’m also doing some presenting work for Surf Club 174
which should be lots of fun, and very interesting!
What’s the Surf Club 174 thing?
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She’s not the stereotypical Clubbie. She’s an athlete who’s made it to the top, with real
results, Pretty [and a] rare package.

PROFILE

Name Julia Toomey

J: I’m co-presenting a new TV programme for Surf Life Saving New Zealand

Nick Name Give it

and TV2, called Surf Club 174. It’s a programme aimed at 7-14 year olds and
based around activities at the beach, promoting local events, a junior surf
competition, beach education and lots of activities and prizes- there will also
be a website based Surf Club 174 also! We (Cory and I) are tripping around
the country to different events. It’s about widening the scale and perspective
that the Surf Life Saving brand gets too. I will also do some voluntary guarding
at Muriwai, and Sumner when I get the odd weekend at home! I can’t wait it
should be a fantastic summer!

Age 22

[Tripping with Cory – he’s an old man with four kids]

First TV role 2007 Surf League

Oh I thought it was some weather show and you were replacing Horan. What’s been
good about your time in Surf?

NZ Team 2006 World Champs, 2006 Int. Pool Challenge,
2007 Int. Pool Challenge, 2007 German Cup

Club Sumner and Muriwai
Best Individual Sport Performance 2006 World
Champs 3rd 100m Rescue Medley
Best Lifeguard Performance Top Graduate, 2005
Senior Lifeguard School (TM.)
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nz team retains pool glory
international pool challenge

nz team retains pool glory

A

NZ IPC Team
Glenn Anderson (Captain)
Michael Buck
Callum Joll
Daniel Moodie
Julia Toomey (Vice Captain)
Ayla Dunlop-Barrett
Natasha Hind
Johanna O’Connor

NZ IPC
Development Team
Steven Kent
Michael Janes
Isabella Franks
Jamie-Lee Reynold

Management Team
Scott Bartlett (Coach)
Jim Warwick (Manager)
John Bryant (Assistant Coach)
Brent Wilson (Assistant Manager)
Rochelle Creighton (Sports Therapist)

Winning this year’s International Pool Challenge (IPC) was
an important part of Surf Life Saving’s preparation for the
World Lifesaving Championships to be held in Germany
next July.

The New Zealand IPC team spent four days competing
at the Sydney Aquatic Centre. The first two days of
competition were a lead up to the IPC with team members
competing in the Australian Pool Rescue Champs.

The inaugural International Pool Challenge was held in
October 2006 at QEII pool in Christchurch and in August
Australia played host to the 2007 event. Australia and
New Zealand compete regularly against each other but
historically these have been ‘beach only’ focused events.

The team had some outstanding performances at this
warm-up event. Sumner lifeguard Julia Toomey led the
way, winning gold in both the 50m and 100m manikin
carry. She also anchored the 4 x 50m obstacle relay team
to a new national record of 1min 57.70secs. Mairangi
Bay’s Michael Buck also won the 50m manikin carry in
34.40secs, and helped the men’s 4 x 50m obstacle relay
and 4 x 25m manikin carry teams to victory. Natasha Hind
(Lyall Bay) collected silver in the 200m obstacle swim,
breaking the New Zealand record in the process.

The International Pool Challenge was established to
help New Zealand and Australian teams improve their
performance in the pool events at the world champs.
Despite New Zealand’s consistently being placed in
the final three at previous World Champs, both New
Zealand and Australia have excelled on the beach but
struggled with the pool events. The European countries
have traditionally dominated the points tally after the pool
events.
With an equal number of events held in the swimming
pool as those at the beach, the pool events are equally
important. The greatest room for improvement for the NZ
team, and to win the World Champs lies with the pool
events.Despite having competed on the world stage for
some time, it’s only in recent years that NZ teams have
focused on improving the performance in pool events in
their preparation to win the world title. The appointment of
Scott Bartlett as Coach of this NZ Pool Team has added
significant strength to the overall team’s preparation for
Germany next year. Bartlett himself has been a competitor
at the world championships and is part of the NZ coaching
team that will contest the World Lifesaving Champs
next year.
“Scott has been working very hard with the pool athletes
over the last 6 months and the athletes are really
responding well to the targets set by Scott and (NZ
Coach) John Bryant. The passion and technical expertise
Scott has in the pool, has been a huge advantage to the
management team who are really starting to gel,” explains
Alex Chiet, Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s (SLSNZ) Coach
and High Performance Manager.
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The IPC results were no different. New Zealand led
Australia after the first day 148 points to 133, winning
14 of the 20 pool rescue events. Individual stars
included Titahi Bay’s Steven Kent – a member of the NZ
Development Team – who snuck past his more illustrious
team-mates Michael Buck (Mairangi Bay) and Glenn
Anderson (Papamoa) to win the 200m obstacle swim in
2:02.17.
Anderson made amends in the 100m rescue medley,
however, setting a new national record of 1:06.65, finishing
nearly 3secs ahead of top Australian Ben McCauley.
Sumner’s Julia Toomey continued her outstanding form
after winning four gold medals at the Australian Pool
Rescue championships, winning the 100m rescue medley
in 1:15.69, good enough to rank in the top-four in the
world. New Zealand coach Scott Bartlett was delighted
with the performance, and expected his side to continue
their efforts in the second and final test.
“It certainly wasn’t easy but every one of our athletes
performed as soon as they stepped up on the blocks,”
Bartlett said.
The second test wasn’t a stroll in the park, but the
eight-strong New Zealand side and the four-member
development squad put forward a strong fight edging to
a five-point victory.After winning the first test by 15 points,
the New Zealand team struggled early as a resurgent

Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

A. Bella Franks Line Throw New Zealand Development Team B. ICP Team at the
Sydney Aquatic Centre C. Always one stroke ahead of the Australians D. Men’s
Race start E. ICP Team hanging out

C

Australia fought back. Wins by Mairangi Bay’s Michael Buck
in the 200m obstacle race, however, and Glenn Anderson
(Papamoa) in the 50m manikin carry, along with Julia
Toomey’s continued manikin carry dominance helped turn
things around.
New Zealand retained the Velvin/Wright Cup winning the
series with 302 points overall, 20 ahead of Australia’s 282.
The team set six new national records over the four days
of competition and every member of the squad set at least
one personal best.
The World Champs ‘pool improvement program’ has a
series of events to hone skills. Following the International
Pool Challenge in August team members will compete in
the NZ Swim Champs in late September and then travel
to Europe for the German Cup in November. Athletes will
have plenty of opportunities to test their skills and evaluate
progress in the lead up to the 2008 World Champs.
“Exposing our athletes to international competition is of
high importance. We don’t get many opportunities to race
the worlds best so when the opportunity comes we must
take it , the German cup in particular will be an amazing
competition with 16 nations including U.S.A., South Africa
and most European countries including pool specialists
Germany, Italy and Spain. That’s very valuable racing. I’m
picking NZ will place in the top 3 at this competition,” says
Bartlett.

D

New Zealand also took a Development team to compete in
the International Pool Challenge.
“The development program right now is very exciting with
some great swimmers coming through the system including
Steve Kent (brother of Olympian Dean Kent), Isabella
Franks, Jamie Lee Reynolds and Mike Janes. The program
focuses on developing the athletes’ pool technique and
giving them opportunities to compete in an international
stage to gain valuable experience and skills.”
Competing in the Germany Cup will be the first time the NZ
team have travelled to compete in a northern Hemisphere
pool event as part of their World Champs preparation.
E
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sports events calendar
2007 - 2008

2007-2008

surf sports event calendar

national events
2007 North Island BP Surf
Rescue Championships
8th December 2007
Oakura, New Plymouth

NZ Surf Boat Series – Round 1
8th and 9th December 2007
Wellington

international
events
2007 International
Surf Challenge
29th November-1st December 2007
Sydney, Australia

regional events

2nd January 2008

2008 Central Regional
Championships

Whangamata

12th and 13th January 2008

NZ Surf Boat Series – Round 2

Lyall Bay, Wellington

2008 Lion Foundation
Surf League
2nd and 3rd February 2008

2008 Northern Regional
Championships

Mount Maunganui

26th and 27th January 2008
Mount Maunganui

NZ Surf Boat Series – Round 3
9th February 2008
Waihi Beach

2008 Southern Region U16
Ocean Athletes Championships
16th and 17th February 2008

NZ Surf Boat Series – Round 4
23rd February 2008

South Brighton, Christchurch

Piha

2008 South Island BP Surf
Rescue Championships

2008 NZ Under 14 Ocean
Athlete Championships

8th March 2008
New Brighton, Christchurch

29th February, 1st and 2nd March 2008
Mount Maunganui

2008 New Zealand Community
Trust Surf Life Saving
Championships
13th-16th March 2008

Should you have any queries regarding
any of these events, please contact:
Johnny Clough - Event Manager
e: johnny.clough@surflifesaving.org.nz
p: (07) 572 2390
m: 0274 571 012

Ohope, Whakatane

2008 New Zealand BP Surf
Rescue Championships
29th - 30th March 2008
Warrington, Dunedin
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

topic
topic

southern region
development
Regional Development continues to grow with
Districts working closer together to improve
programmes. None more so is evident in the
South Island.
The Southern Region, often challenged by ‘isolation’ held the second
Southern Region swim champs in August with a significant increase in
participation numbers this year. Last year Christchurch hosted the event
and despite a move for the event from the ‘bigger District’ as host to
Otago, the numbers increased. This reflects the healthy commitment by
both Districts to make regional events work.
Christchurch will host the second Southern Region Under 16 Ocean
Athlete Champs in February next year. Based upon last year’s success,
numbers this year are expected to top 450 competitors. The Southern
Region Surf League will also be held in Christchurch together with the
Southern Region BP Surf Rescue Champs in March.
The Southern Region development is not limited to just sport. A number
of sound Lifesaving models can be shared. Surf Life Saving Otago has
a very robust Search and Rescue model, which if implemented in the
Canterbury District, has the potential to be extended throughout the
South Island. Closer alignment of lifesaving strategy’s has the potential to
develop a regional Lifesaving plan that captures the whole South Island as
one region, with each District bringing their individual strengths to this.
Surf Life Saving New Zealand is a key partner in this development and
is supporting the initiatives with both financial and HR support through
a representative on both Otago and Canterbury’s Lifesaving and Sport
advisory committee’s.
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preview nz team
to international surf challenge - bondi beach

nz team to sydney

lifeguards mark the

After outstanding performances at the NZCT Surf Life Saving
Championships in Gisborne in March, ironman star Dan Moodie, beach
sprinter Chelsea Maples, and ski paddler Erin Taylor are among the new
faces in a 12-strong New Zealand team to compete at the International Surf
Teams Challenge in Bondi from November 30th to December 2nd.
Maples stunned seasoned observers after the 17-year-old Mount
Maunganui lifeguard won the open women’s beach sprint at this year’s
Nationals, before snatching the bronze in a thrilling open women’s board
race to underline her versatility.
New Zealand head coach John Bryant has watched Maples develop over
recent years in his dual role as Mount Maunganui coach, and doesn’t
believe she’s too young.
“We’ve been holding her back a little bit but I think she’s now ready to let her
push forward,” Bryant said. “It was an easy call really - she proved herself
at the Nationals with her sprinting and board paddling ability. We’ll work on
her flags through winter but I reckon if they’re ready for it, then pick them.”
Maples was recently awarded the DHL High Performance of the Year award
at the DHL In if For Life Awards in Wellington. Maples jointly won the award
with fellow team mate Glenn Anderson.
Westshore’s Moodie, 19, repeated his under-19 and open Ironman double
of 2006, heading off seasoned champions like Matt Sutton and Glenn
Anderson, while Taylor finished second in the open women’s ski after
dominating the national kayaking championships in the beginning of March.

A

They’re joined in the New Zealand team by new cap Kevin Morrison, who
came within inches of snatching an historic board and ski race double,
defending his board race title and only losing the ski race on the line to
fellow new cap Mairangi Bay team-mate Travis Mitchell.
Specialist sprinters Paul Cracroft-Wilson (Fitzroy) and Midway’s Rebecca
Wright have also made the national team for the first time, after both winning
respective flags titles and Cracoft-Wilson added his third beach sprint
crown. Cracroft-Wilson has been training at the Northcliffe club in Australia
for the last 18 months, alongside Australian champion Simon Harris.
Cracoft-Wilson recently made a trip across the ditch for the New Zealand
Swim Championships in September. He shocked observers and dismissed
rumours that sprinters lack swimming ability with a fourth placing in the
Open Mens 50m swim with fins.
The team have been putting in the hard yards over winter and hope to
replicate the efforts of the New Zealand International Pool Challenge team
and send shivers down the spines of the Australians in the lead up to the
2008 World Championships in Germany.

NZ team for the International Surf Challenge
November 30 - December 2
Men
Daniel Moodie (Westshore)

Chelsea Maples
(Mount Maunganui)

Kevin Morrison (Mairangi Bay)

Johanna O’Connor
(Mount Maunganui)

Michael Buck (Mairangi Bay),

Rebecca Wright (Midway)

Travis Mitchell (Mairangi Bay)

Boat Crew

Paul Cracroft-Wilson (Fitzroy)
Glenn Anderson (Papamoa)

Women

Ben Ashby (Titahi Bay)
Deane Ellis (Titahi Bay)
Tim Marsden (Titahi Bay)

Nikki Cox (Westshore)

Chris Martin (Titahi Bay)

Erin Taylor (Red Beach)

Paul McVicar (Titahi Bay)

Tash Hind (Lyall Bay)
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Labour weekend marked the beginning of Surf Life Saving’s patrol season
in Auckland and parts of Bay of Plenty and in preparation more than 250
Lifeguards converged on Orewa Beach, north of Auckland. The 250 Lifeguards
completed their annual refresher of skills which assesses fitness and first aid
knowledge.
SLSNZ Lifesaving Manager Brett Sullivan says “The refresher is a great way
for clubs to identify the capability of their patrolling members. It also ensures
members are able to deal with situations that occur in Surf Lifesaving and use
Surf Lifesaving equipment in a safe and appropriate way.”
“Bringing members together from different clubs adds a different dimension to
the refresher. It not only helps to ensure consistency but it fosters camaraderie
and throws a bit competition into the mix – which is always healthy!”
The extended patrols along Auckland’s North Shore will continue again this
summer. This began last summer with Patrols established from Mairangi Bay

Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

start of summer
A. Completing the theory test
B. Omaha Lifeguard Tammi Guy and Mannequin
C. Look out Summer!

Club. The initiative was driven
by Mairangi Bay in partnership
with North Shore City Council.
The Northern Region Refresher
Day was an opportunity for
the public to see lifeguards
on mass as they completed
their assessment and enabled
patrols to begin. Nearly 2,800
volunteer lifeguards throughout
New Zealand will complete their
refresher requirement by the
end of January, which includes
nearly 600 IRB Drivers.

C
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slsnz patrol teams competition
german cup team announced

SLSNZ Patrol Teams Competition 2008
Surf Life Saving New
Zealand (SLSNZ) Patrol
Team’s Competition (PTC)
provides the opportunity
for the leading patrol teams
throughout New Zealand
to compete against each
other in a surf environment,
testing the participants’
physical, practical and
intellectual capabilities.
These skills will be tested,
while the participants
function as a team

Date
Saturday 12th April 2008 (Last event of the season)
Location
Lyall Bay, Wellington
Team Composition
6 Surf Lifeguards- Minimum of 2 Junior & maximum of 4 of one gender, 1 Team Manager, 1
Surf Official			
Qualifying
To be eligible to enter the 2008 PTC the team must have won their Regional PTC. In the
case that a District does not host a Regional PTC a club must compete in a different PTC
outside of their District. If more than two teams from the same District compete outside
their District the highest placed team will qualify to enter the SLSNZ PTC. Approval must be
sought by the travelling teams’ District Manager.
Entries
All Districts are encouraged to send a club-based team to the 2008 PTC. There is a limit of
one team per District. All members of the team must be from the same club.
Rules
Specific rules for each event are available from your District.

undertaking patrol-related

Information
Contact Brett Sullivan (SLSNZ Lifesaving Manager)

activities.

Phone: (04) 382 7205 Cell: 0274 571 011 Email: brett.sullivan@surflifesaving.org.nz

German Cup Team Announced
Wellington lifeguard Steven
Kent is the bolter in the New
Zealand pool team named
following the SLSNZ Swim
Champs to contest the
German Cup in November.
The younger brother of
Olympic swimmer Dean Kent
was a star of the NZ Swim
Championships which finished
in Wellington on the 30th of
September, winning three
individual titles and helping
his Titahi Bay club collect two
open relay golds.
It was the 19-year-old’s first venture into the
senior ranks and completed a hectic 10 days
after also competing in Swimming New Zealand’s
spring championships.
“I’d come off a taper after the spring
championships so that first night went really well,’’
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Kent said.”I’d also had a cold all weekend and I
was just hoping to do some pretty solid times, so
this is a real surprise.’’

“If we really do want to be the best in the world,
we’ve got to get over to Europe and challenge
those guys,’’ Anderson said.

Like his older brother, Kent is an individual medley
swimmer in the pool who also dabbles in butterfly.
Dean Kent has also had a strong pedigree in surf
lifesaving, representing the New Zealand team at
the 2004 world championships.

“We’re traditionally strong in the beach events but
we’ve got to get in there with the Europeans who
usually lead in the pool events.”

“We all went over and watched Dean in Italy
in 2004 and since then I’ve raced surf’s pool
championships every year. This was the first
year I’ve really been strong enough to compete
properly in the manikin events and I’ve worked
pretty hard on my technique.’’

The German Cup will be contested in
Warendorf, Germany from the 22nd
to the 25th of November 2007.
German Cup team
Julia Toomey (Sumner, Vice-Captain)

Kent is joined in the German Cup team by
seasoned stars Glenn Anderson (Papamoa),
Michael Buck (Mairangi Bay) and Westshore’s
Callum Joll. Anderson will captain the side, while
Sumner’s Julia Toomey has been named as
vice-captain.Toomey has been named together
with her sister Georgina, joined by Lyall Bay 18year-old Natasha Hind and New Plymouth’s Ayla
Dunlop-Barrett.

Georgina Toomey (Sumner)

It’s the first time a New Zealand side will compete
in Europe outside the world championships, and
Anderson believes it’s vital experience if they’re to
challenge at next year’s worlds in Germany.

Sports TherapisT Kate Bonner

Tasha Hind (Lyall Bay)
Ayla Dunlop-Barrett (New Plymouth)
Glenn Anderson (Papamoa, Captain)
Michael Buck (Mairangi Bay)
Steven Kent (Titahi Bay)
Callum Joll (Westshore)

Coach Scott Bartlett

Every Surf Lifeguard knows the powerful motivation of saving a life.

Help keep our favourite
playground safe

topic
topic

A century ago we began providing beach patrols because the beach was one of New
Zealand’s favourite recreation places. Today, 2.3 million people go to the beach at least
once during the summer, either with friends, a family day out or the iconic kiwi holiday.
But beaches can be treacherous and your support will help equip our volunteer
Surf Lifeguards with essential rescue skills and equipment. Importantly your help means we
can deliver public education programmes to more than 300,000 people every summer.

For more information on bequests and donations, please
contact; Nigel Cox, Surf Life Saving New Zealand
ph 04 3827217 email nigel.cox@surflifesaving.org.nz
or visit www.surflifesaving.org.nz
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topic

ARANCIA RESCUE CRAFT
topic

designed & developed for surf life saving

Proud to be associated with Surf Life Saving for over 25 years
Wilsco fuel tanks also available to order visit our website

www.arancia.co.nz for global & local shots of arancias in action
arancia industries LTD
PO box 56585
Dominion Road
Auckland
ph +64 9 815 0469
fx
+64 9 815 0468
mb +64 21 774 867
EM info@arancia.co.nz

Save 20% on duty free
shopping!
Simply purchase your duty free online at www.dutyfreestores.co.nz using the discount
code SLSNZ and save 20% on alcohol, fragrance & cosmetics every time you travel*
PLUS with every
purchase over $50
Duty Free Stores
New Zealand will
donate 6% of the total
sale to Surf Life Saving
New Zealand.

*Members qualify for a 5% discount on duty free alcohol, fragrance and
cosmetics at all airport stores. A 5% discount applies to electronics and cameras
at all locations. No discounts are available on Tobacco products at any location.
Goods already on special will be sold at the regular Frequent Buyer Club price or
the special price, whichever is lower.
Order online for duty free collection at any international airport in New Zealand
including Christchurch & Auckland.
Two business days (Mon - Fri) notice is required for all internet and phone orders.
Please check with your airline for cabin baggage and new security restrictions.

100% NEW ZEALAND OWNED & OPERATED

Swim your way to

better health!
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8 March 2008

RACE
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King of the Bays
20 April 2008

Enter at

oceanswim.co.nz
OFFICIAL CHARITY

$70,000 in cash and prizes to be won including
s
7 Pacific Island Ocean Swim holiday
FREE T-shirt & swim cap
with your entry

advertising
email communications@surflifesaving.org.nz to place your ad in the next issue

Surf Rescue Magazine is distributed
FREE of charge to current members of
Surf Life Saving New Zealand
To advertise in this space, please contact: John O’Connell,
Business Manager john.oconnell@surflifesaving.org.nz

IRB Trailer
IRB Light Board
Motor Trolley
Patrol Flag Poles
Patrol Flag Tripod
Signs Danger
Rip Danger
Swim between the flags
Patrol Board Stand
Custom-made Gear Trailers

price on enquiry - email foxeng.nz@xtra.co.nz

HAVE A SAFE SURF SEASON

Do you know what to do if one of your
colleagues or students requires first aid treatment?

LIFEGUARDS CAN NOW TEACH YOU FIRST AID!
All profits go towards keeping you safe at the beach!
Surf Life Saving now offers a comprehensive range of Medic First
Aid® training courses (NZQA accredited) that meet the needs
of students and teachers in your school. The Medic First Aid®
courses offered cover the required skills necessary while
maintaining the flexibility to meet your schools objectives!

To book courses and for more information
Phone 09 303 9339 or 04 382 7218
Email firstaid@lifesaving.org.nz
Visit www.surflifesaving.org.nz
Courses are available in the North Island

MEDIC FIRST AID® names and logos are registered marks of Medic First Aid International Inc and are being used under license by
EMP NZ Ltd as licensee. Surf Life Saving NZ Inc Instructors utilise the MEDIC FIRST AID® programmes under a partnership with the
EMPNZ Ltd MEDIC FIRST AID® network. EMPNZ Ltd is an audited and approved delivery site of Academy of Diving Trust which is
registered as a Private Training Establishment by the NZQA pursuant to the Education Amendment Act 1990.

Have
you
moved?
Let us know
your correct
mail address!
email
communications@surflifesaving.org.nz

safer beaches.
For over 39 years we’ve been
helping to keep beaches safe.
So thanks to our people in
yellow and red.....and green.

Whether you’re a
Lifeguard, Instructor,
Coach, Official or
Administrator the
time you give is your
investment in the
safety and wellbeing
of all New Zealanders.
It’s an investment in
life whatever your level
of involvement.

www.surflifesaving.org.nz

